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In this paper, we consider a random variational inequality. An existence theorem
for a unique solution of a random variational inequality is proved, which includes
the results of Noor, Lions, and Stampacchia. Several special cases, which can be
obtained from our results, are also discussed. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of variational inequalities provides a natural and elegant
framework for the study of the many seemingly unrelated free boundary
value problems arising in fluid flow through porous media, elasticity,
transportation and economics equilibrium, operations research, etc. Varia-
tional inequalities have many deep results dealing with nonlinear partial
differential equations. Similarly, nonlinear random equations which arise
w x.in biological, physical, and system sciences 8 can be solved with the use
of random variational inequalities.
Our main aim in this paper is to study a class of random variational
inequalities, which includes many known variational inequalities. We focus
our attention on an existence and uniqueness theorem for such problems
in Section 3. In Section 2 we introduce this problem and several special
cases are discussed.
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND THE PROBLEM
 .Let V, X be a measurable space. Let H be a separable real Hilbert
5 5space with its dual H* whose norm and inner product are denoted by ?
 .and . , . , respectively. The pairing between f g H* and ¨ g H is denoted
 :  .by f , ¨ . By B H we denote the Borel s-field in H.
 .A mapping u: V ª H is called measurable, if for any B g B H , the set
  . 4t g V: u t g B g X . A mapping T : V = H ª H is called a random
 .  .operator, if for any given x g H, T t, x s y t is measurable.
 .A bilinear form a . , . is coercive continuous on H, if there are measur-
 .able mappings a , b : V ª 0, ` such that
5 5 2a p t , p t G a t p t .  .  .  . .
for all measurable mappings p: V ª H, t g V, and
5 5 5 5a p t , q t F b t p t ? q t .  .  .  .  . .
for all measurable mappings p, q: V ª H, t g V.
 .Let b . , . : H = H ª R be the nondifferentiable form satisfying the
following properties:
 .  .i b . , . is linear in the first argument.
 .  .ii b . , . is bounded; that is, there exists a measurable mapping
 .g : V ª 0, ` such that
5 5 5 5b p t , q t F g t p t ? q t .  .  .  .  . .
for all measurable mappings p, q: V y H, t g V.
Let K be a closed convex set in H, let A: V = H ª H* be a random
operator. Then the problem of finding a measurable mapping u: V ª H
 .such that u t g K and
a u t , ¨ y u t q b u t , ¨ y b u t , u t .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
 :F A t , u t , ¨ y u t , for all t , ¨ g V = K , 2.1 .  .  .  . .
is a random variational inequality problem.
 .   ..  .Special Cases. 1 If A is independent of u, i.e., A t, u t ' f t then
 .inequality 2.1 is
a u t , ¨ y u t q b u t , ¨ y b u t , u t .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
 :G f t , ¨ y u t , for all t , ¨ g V = K . 2.2 .  .  .  .
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 .In the determinate case, problem 2.2 can be written as
 :a u , ¨ y u q b u , ¨ y b u , u G f , ¨ y u , for all ¨ g K 2.3 .  .  .  .
which characterizes fluid flow through porous media, see Baiocchi and
w x  .Capelo 1 . Existence theory of 2.3 has been studied by L. Demkowicz
w x w xand J. T. Oden 2 and Noor 6 .
 .  .2 If the form b . , . is independent of its first variable then prob-
 .  .lem 2.1 becomes u t g K,
a u t , ¨ y u t q j t , ¨ y j t , u t .  .  .  . .  .
 :G A t , u t , ¨ y u t for all t , ¨ g V = K . 2.4 .  .  .  . .
 .The determinate form of the problem 2.4 was considered and studied by
w xNoor 7 .
 .  .3 If A is independent of u and the form b . , . is independent of
 .  .its first variable then problem 2.1 becomes u t g K and
 :a u t , ¨ y u t q j t , ¨ y j t , u t G f t , ¨ y u t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
for all t , ¨ g V = K , 2.5 .  .
which is the random form of the variational inequality problem originally
w xconsidered by Duvaut and Lions 3 .
 .  .4 If A is independent of u and the form b . , . is zero then
 .problem 2.1 is a problem of finding a measurable mapping u: V ª H
 .such that u t g K and
 :a u t , ¨ y u t G f t , ¨ y u t , for all t , ¨ g V = K , 2.6 .  .  .  .  .  . .
which is a random form of the classical Signorini problem of elastostatics,
that is, the analysis of a linear elastic body in contact with a rigid
w xfrictionless foundation, a problem studied by Lions and Stampacchia 4 .
 .Clearly, variational inequality 2.1 of this paper includes various known
inequalities.
3. EXISTENCE RESULTS
In this section, we study those conditions under which there exists a
 .unique solution of variational inequality 2.1 . For our purpose, we need
the following concepts.
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The random operator A: V = H ª H* is called
 .i antimonotone, if for all t g V and x, y g H,
 :T t , x y T t , y , x y y F 0 .  .
 .ii Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a measurable mapping d : V
 .ª 0, ` such that
5 5 5 5T t , x y T t , y F d t x y y , for all t g V , x , y g H . .  .  .
 .Since a . , . is a bilinear form on H, there exists a continuous random
operator T : V = H ª H* such that
 :a p t , q t s T t , p t , q t 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .
for all measurable mappings p, q: V ª H and t g V.
 :If we define a canonical L isomorphism from H* into H by f , ¨ s
 . 5 5  .L f , ¨ , for all ¨ g H, f g H*, then L s 1 and from 3.1
a p t , q t s LT t , p t , q t 3.2 .  .  .  .  . .  . .
for all measurable mappings p, q: V ª H and t g V.
We also need the following standard results for the proof of our main
results.
LEMMA 3.1. If K is a closed con¨ex set in H and z g H is a gi¨ en point,
u g K satisfies
u y z , ¨ y u G 0, for all ¨ g K .
 .if and only if u s P z , P is the projection of H onto K.K K
The projection P is nonexpansi¨ e, i.e.,K
5 5 5 5P x y P y F x y y , for all x , y g H . .  .K K
THEOREM 3.1. For a gi¨ en measurable mapping u: V ª H, define a
random operator f : V = H ª H* by
 :f t , u t , ¨ s u t , ¨ y r t a u t , ¨ y r t b u t , ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
 :qr t A t , u t , ¨ , for all t , ¨ g V = H , .  .  . .
3.3 .
 .where r : V ª 0, ` is a measurable mapping. Then there exists a measurable
 .mapping u : V ª 0, 1 such that
5 5 5 5f t , u t y f t , u t F u t u t y u t .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
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for all measurable mappings u , u : V ª H, t g V, if1 2
2 a t y g t y d t .  .  . .
0 - r t - 3.4 .  .22b t y g t q d t .  .  . .
r t - 1r g t q d t 3.5 .  .  .  . .
g t q d t - a t , 3.6 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where a t is the coerci¨ ity constant of a . , . , g t is the boundedness
 .  .constant of b . , . , and d t is the Lipschitz constant of the random operator
A.
Proof. Let u , u : V ª H be two measurable mappings, then for all1 2
 .t, ¨ g V = H, we have
 :f t , u t y f t , u t , ¨ .  . .  .1 2
s u t y u t , ¨ y r t a u t y u t , ¨ .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
 :y r t b u t y u t , ¨ q r t A t , u t y A t , u t , ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 2 1 2
s u t y u t y r t L T t , u t y T t , u t , ¨ .  .  .  .  . .  . . .1 2 2
y r t b u t y u t , ¨ .  .  . .1 2
q r t L A t , u t y A t , u t , ¨ . .  .  . .  . . .1 2
Hence
< : <f t , u t y f t , u t , ¨ .  . .  .1 2
5 5 5 5F u t y u t y r t L T t , u t y T t , u t ¨ .  .  .  .  . .  . .1 2 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q r t g t u t y u t ¨ q r t d t u t y u t ¨ . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .  .But a . , . is coercive continuous with constants a t and b t , respec-
tively, therefore
5 5 2u t y u t y r t L T t , u t y T t , u t .  .  .  .  . .  . .1 2 1 2
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 2s u t y u t q r t T u t y u t .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
y 2 r t a u t y u t , u t y u t .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
2 2 5 5 2F 1 q r t b t y 2 r t a t u t y u t .  .  .  .  .  . . 1 2
thus
< : < 5 5 5 5f t , u t y f t , u t , ¨ F u t u t y u t ¨ , .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
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where
2 2’u t s 1 q r t b t y 2 r t a t q r t g t q d t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
- 1 under the conditions 3.4 , 3.5 , 3.6 . .  .  . .
It follows that
5 5 5 5f t , u t y f t , u t F u t u t y u t . .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
w x w xNow using the technique of Lions and Stampacchia 4 and Noor 5 , we
prove the main result of this section.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let a . , . be a coerci¨ e continuous bilinear form and
 .  .  .b . , . be a form satisfying the properties i and ii . If A: V = H ª H* is an
antimonotone, Lipschitz continuous random operator, then there exists a
 .unique measurable mapping u: V ª H, which is the solution of problem 2.1 .
Proof. Uniqueness. Using the antimonotonicity of A and coercivity of
 .a . , . , it can be proved easily.
 .Existence. For fixed measurable mappings u: V ª H and r : V ª 0, `
 .  .  .satisfying 3.4 ] 3.6 , define f : V = H ª H* by 3.3 . Consider the auxil-
iary problem of finding a measurable mapping w: V ª H such that
 .w t g K and
 :w t , ¨ y w t G f t , u t , ¨ y w t , for all ¨ g K , t g V . .  .  .  . .  .
3.7 .
 .Using the canonical L isomorphism, 3.7 can be written as
w t y Lf t , u t , ¨ y w t G 0, for all ¨ g K , t g V . .  .  . . .
By virtue of Lemma 3.1, this mapping w is given by
w t s P Lf t , u t . .  . .K
This defines a map u ª w. Note that a fixed point of this map is a solution
 .of problem 2.1 .
 .If w , w are solutions of 3.7 related to measurable mappings u , u ,1 2 1 2
respectively, then
5 5 5 5w t y w t s P Lf t , u t y P Lf t , u t .  .  .  . .  .1 2 K 1 K 2
5 5F L f t , u t y f t , u t .  . .  . .1 2
5 5s f t , u t y f t , u t .  . .  .2
5 5F u t u t y u t by Theorem 3.1 . .  .  .  .1 2
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 .Since 0 - u t - 1, the map u ª w has a fixed point which is the solution
 .of problem 2.1 .
 .Remarks. i In the determinate case, our results are exactly the same
w xas proved by Noor 5 .
 .   ..  .ii If A is independent of u, i.e., A t, u t ' f t then our results
w xare the random form of Noor 6 .
 .  .iii If A is independent of u and the form b . , . is zero then our
w xresults are the random form of Lions and Stampacchia 4 .
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